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 The article in the San Francisco Examiner wasn’t very big, nor did it command very 

much attention. It simply noted that Congressman Leo J. Ryan and several other people from 

California had left for Guyana, South America, in order to investigate the People’s Temple, a 

cult which had several members living in a settlement called Jonestown. According to several 

rumors, the People’s Temple had been abusing some of its members, and Congressman Ryan, a 

“get-involved” type of person, had decided to personally check out the situation. And so, 

accompanied by aides, reporters, and relatives of some sect members, Ryan left for Guyana the 

week of November 13. 

 As we all know, the Ryan investigation, which at first seemed to be so routine, ended in 

one of the greatest tragedies in recent years. Ryan and several members of his party were 

murdered, and over 900 members of the People’s Temple, including its leader, Rev. Jones, 

committed suicide. The story of the murders and suicides was gruesome, and it dominated the 

news for over a week. 

 But that was the last November. Now, a few months later, Congressman Ryan, Rev. 

Jones, and the People’s Temple have all but disappeared from the news. They have nearly been 

forgotten, which is really quite natural and not so surprising. However, before we completely 

forget about Guyana and the People’s Temple, I think we should take another look at them. 

Why? Because we can benefit from the experience of the People’s Temple. We can learn from 

Rev. Jones and the mass suicides-even though it’s hard to believe that Protestant Reformed 

young people can learn anything from a far-out cult in South America. But we can, and I think 

that it points out at least three significant lessons for us.  

 First, the mass suicide illustrates in a disturbing but clear way the tremendous power and 

influence that faith can have in a person’s life. The members of the People’s Temple put their 

entire trust and confidence in Rev. Jones. They believed in him and put their faith in him. And, 

however misguided and foolish their faith was, it was so great that it enabled them to drink the 

deadly mixture of Kool-Aid and cyanide. The faith of the People’s Temple members in Rev. 

Jones was so powerful that they willingly committed suicide when he told them to do so.  

 Of course, the Jonestown suicides are not the only example we have of the influence faith 

can have in one's life. The Bible also gives us several examples of how men acted out of a strong 

faith. For instance, Abraham's faith in God was so gripping that he was willing to kill his only 

son Isaac as a sacrifice to God. And Noah, too, acted out of faith in God when he became the 

local laughing stock by building a ridiculous-looking ark.  

 We can learn from these Biblical examples and from the Guyana suicides by realizing 

that our faith, also, can have a dynamic role in our lives. True, our faith may never be able to 

move mountains, nor is it likely that our faith will ever require us to build an ark or kill ourselves 

or our sons. But our faith can sustain us in times of disappointment and despair, help us to resist 

the temptations which surround us, and provide us with strength and encouragement in our day-

to-day living. Our Christian faith can, and should, show through in all our thoughts, words, and 

actions. For if our faith is really real, it will do more than simply rest on the bottom of our hearts, 

inactive-it will instead mold and shape our entire beings and lives. 



 Second, the experience of the People's Temple illustrates what happens when men place 

their faith in any person or thing other than God. The members of the People's Temple placed 

their trust in a man, Rev. Jones. The result was that their lives ended in death and Hell. We, too, 

sometimes tend to put our trust in things other than God. We may count on money to assure us of 

a happy life, or we may figure that we can have a satisfying life by having fun, fun, fun, through 

sports, parties, drinking, or anything that gives us pleasure. Or we may think that we can get by 

in this world by means of our own personal toughness and intelligence.  

 But, if we do put our trust in those things or in ourselves, we will come to the same end 

that the members of the People's Temple came to. Oh, we probably won't commit suicide, but 

our lives, too, will end in death and Hell. Why? Because in order to find true satisfaction, 

happiness, and eternal life, we need to ground our faith in the one true God. He must be our 

source of comfort and hope; He must be the One whom we believe in and depend upon. For if 

we put our faith in anything else, we will surely be let down in the end. Only our Father in 

Heaven will never fail us. 

 Third, Rev. Jones points out to us once again the very real danger of the anti-Christ. I 

suppose that many of us consider the concept of the anti-Christ to be one of those true but rather 

remote and far-away theological theories. We fully believe in the coming of the anti-Christ, but 

we seldom give it very much thought, for it seems to be so far off. 

 However, Rev. Jones is proof positive that the coming of the anti-Christ is very real and 

may happen in the not-so-distant future. Think about it for a minute. An obscure California 

minister was able to convince 900 people to follow him and establish a town in a remote country 

in South America. Later, he was able to convince those followers that they should commit 

suicide. Furthermore, Rev. Jones had the full-fledged support of such notable people as Vice-

President Mondale, Rosalynn Carter, Sen. Hubert Humphrey, and many others. (Sen. Humphrey, 

for example, once called the work of Rev. Jones "positive and truly Christian.") 

 My point is this: if a relatively unknown man such as Rev. Jones- honestly, now, how 

many of you knew of him before last November?- can deceive so many people, what kind of 

threat could a wiser, more popular, and more powerful man pose? In this age of TV, radio, and 

newspaper, a man can communicate with literally millions of people at a time. The opportunities 

for one influential, charismatic man to deceive a ready world audience are almost unlimited. The 

potential for gaining influence and mass support is staggering. Yes, the danger of an anti-Christ 

coming soon is real, very real, and that thought ought to have a sobering effect on us. 

 In conclusion, the Guyana tragedy, like all events in history, is God's revelation to us. For 

that reason, we must do more than simply read the Guyana headlines and then dismiss them 

without a second thought. We can learn from the story of the People's Temple, and as aware, 

discerning Christians, it is our duty to do so. 
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